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The Challenges
The key to any successful criminal or intelligence investigation often lies in the ability to establish an accurate
pattern-of-life – a specific timeline of events that can be used to document or understand a subject’s habits. This
information can offer keen insights into an individual’s behavior, future plans, and even assist investigators with
establishing a network of contacts and accomplices. However, establishing this pattern is complicated by the
pervasiveness of electronic communications.
The abundance of free email, social media, and other electronic communication services provides individuals seeking
to remain undetected or unidentified with a veil of anonymity. It presents a significant challenge for organizations
seeking to combat or defend against criminals and terrorists. Intelligence and law enforcement officers are faced
with the task of accurately attributing online activity with true identities to better understand and defend against
terrorist networks, criminal organizations, and even individual attacks.
This paper outlines how organizations can identify “digital fingerprints” by using an analytic architecture that
combines the use of Topological Data Analysis (TDA), through Ayasdi Core, with open source natural language
processing (NLP) and social network analysis (SNA) tools. This approach allows intelligence and law enforcement
organizations to rapidly uncover patterns of behavior that had previously gone undetected by conventional
analytical tools.

Digital Fingerprinting with Ayasdi Core and TDA
Ayasdi Core is machine intelligence software that is designed to analyze complex, high dimensional data sets. It
draws on the power of Topological Data Analysis (TDA) and brings together a broad range of machine learning,
statistical, and geometric algorithms to create a compressed visual
representation of all of the data. It rapidly uncovers critical patterns
“The technology at Ayasdi, based on
and relationships in the data – previously hidden or overlooked by
Topological Data Analysis, is one of
other approaches.
the top ten innovations developed at
Identifying ownership in digital communication is critical to
DARPA in the last decade.”
establishing an individual’s pattern-of-life. Achieving this with any
- Tony Tether
degree of confidence requires the use of a high dimensionality data
Former DARPA Director
set that accurately represents activity across a broad spectrum of
electronic communications. The large-scale analysis of this type of
data presents a number of computational and visualization
challenges for most platforms; however, Ayasdi Core was specifically designed to tackle these challenges.
Email is the most prevalent electronic communication that can be analyzed to identify digital fingerprints and
uncover patterns-of-life. A high dimensional input data set can be developed from a corpus of email text and
metadata using open source tool sets for NLP and SNA. The resulting data set contains NLP topic modeling results
that identify abstract concepts within the document text and SNA metrics. It uses degree centrality to measure
network activity, betweenness centrality to measure network influence, and closeness centrality to measure network
access. TDA can be used to analyze and compare the resulting data elements. It provides a visual representation of
communication activity by individual user.
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Figure 1: Using TDA to Identify Digital Fingerprints

Figure 1 illustrates the results from analyzing a public collection of 150K corporate emails using Ayasdi Core. A
distance metric is used to cluster similar data elements and create entity profiles. These profiles represent digital
fingerprints that can be used to remove anonymity from the data. The results of the analysis validate the software’s
ability to distinctly characterize individuals by using the calculated NLP and SNA metrics as analysis inputs, and they
can fused into an analytic pipeline as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Digital Fingerprinting Fused Analytic Pipeline
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Data from various communications services can be automatically run through NLP and SNA engines to create a
single, high dimensional data stream that can then be fed into Ayasdi Core for further analysis. The resulting digital
fingerprints can then be stored in a database to aid future comparisons.

Digital Fingerprinting Operational Workflow
The Ayasdi API helps automate the process of analysis. Figure 3 illustrates how the previously referenced fused
analytic pipeline and the Ayasdi API can be combined to create an operational workflow.

Figure 3: Digital Fingerprinting Operational Workflow using Ayasdi

To simulate a scenario with anonymous email activity, a user’s account was selected at random from the data set.
50% of the user’s emails were modified to incorporate an alternate email alias.
The operational workflow begins with the ingestion of the unknown alias dataset into the fused analytic pipeline.
Once the analysis of the alias data is completed, graph analytics are executed using the REST API via a customized
Ayasdi dashboard to compare the TDA results of the alias data against the repository of known users’ digital
fingerprints. The graph analytics can be distilled to a single numerical score to enable automated digital fingerprint
matching. The results of the workflow demonstrated that the alias fingerprint was highly correlated to previously
identified digital fingerprints for a particular user in the database. Additional investigation into the digital fingerprints
of these two users is shown in the figures below.

Figure 4: Comparing Digital Fingerprints

The topological representations above clearly illustrate that the target user and target alias profiles are nearly
identical. These visualizations confirm that TDA of NLP and SNA metrics can create an accurate digital fingerprint
that can be used in conjunction with graph analytics to remove anonymity from collections of digital
communications.
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Summary
Intelligence and law enforcement officers require the ability to rapidly analyze massive amounts of complex digital
communications data to accurately identify individuals. The anonymous nature of most electronic communications
makes it difficult to establish an accurate digital pattern-of-life. However, by combining open source NLP and SNA
techniques with TDA, organizations are better equipped to create digital fingerprint databases. Newly arriving data
sets can be compared against fingerprints in the database to accurately identify individuals of interest. Ayasdi’s
approach to analytics that draws on TDA helps lift the veil of anonymity from electronic communications.
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ABOUT AYASDI
Ayasdi is on a mission to make the world’s complex data useful by
automating and accelerating insight discovery. Our breakthrough
approach, Topological Data Analysis (TDA), simplifies the
extraction of intelligence from even the most complex data sets
confronting organizations today. Developed by Stanford
computational mathematicians over the last decade, our approach
combines advanced learning algorithms, abundant compute
power and topological summaries to revolutionize the process for
converting data into business impact. Funded by Khosla Ventures,
Institutional Venture Partners, GE Ventures, Citi Ventures, and
FLOODGATE, Ayasdi’s customers include General Electric,
Citigroup, Anadarko, Boehringer Ingelheim, the University of
California San Francisco (UCSF), Mercy, and Mount Sinai Hospital.
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